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A functional language is introduced, whose type system is defined by i~s meta-circular inter- 
preter. The functional language is an extension of Aft-calculus augmented with the rule for 
conditional terms that allows the condition of a conditional term to be used for reducing its 
branches. This makes it possible to deduce the well-typing of terms with dependent types 
including the mete-circular interpreter. In the type system built by the interpreter, types 
are represented by ordinary terms, which reflects the recent object-oriented programming 
languages, in which classes are manipulated as ordinary objects. The paper first discusses 
the untyped system of the functional language ~nd its consistency, then develops the repre- 
sentation of types and the representation f terms, and define a meta-circular interpreter~ 
by which the well-typing of the language is defined and also discusses the extensibility of 
the interpreter and the type system. 
1. In t roduct ion  
There are a number of approaches to the notion of types in programming languages, and 
correspondingly, there are various theoretical foundations on which those approaches are 
based ([Reynolds85], [Cardelli85']). For example, one of the oldest approaches is to re- 
gard a type as a set of elements belonging to the type, and in this approach, operators 
for constructing new types from old ones are defined as operators on sets (e.g., ideals in 
[MacQueen86] are subsets of a cpo). Another approach is to reg~'d a type as a data object 
that represents the type. For example, in denotational semantics, there exist methods to 
define types as retracts (or closures), a~d in those methods, types and elements belong to 
the same domain ([Cardelli85]). Recently, object-oriented programming has been widely 
studied and a number of object-oriented programming languages have been newly designed 
and implemented ([LangS6], [Bobrow86]). Some of those languages allow the user to cus- 
tomize method definition and method search of a class (type) by redefining appropriate 
methods of its metaclass (type of types). These facilities are based on the idea that a type 
is a first-class object and can be manipulated just as an ordinary data object. 
On the other hand, in Lisp ([Moon79], [Steele84}) or Scheme ([Rees86]), the semantics 
of a language is usually given by the meta-circular interpreter written in the language itself. 
This method of giving the semantics of a language has two benefits: i) A programmer with 
a vague knowledge of the language can refine b]s understanding of the semantics without 
resorting to ambiguous human languages or other formal languages (e.g., [Steele86]). it) 
The semantics can be easily extended by modifying the meta-circular interpreter and 
running the new interpreter on top of the old one ([Smith84], [Wand86]). 
The purpose of this paper is to apply the method of a meta-circular interpreter to 
a language with typing, i.e., to define a prograznming language with which programs can 
manipulate types as first-class objects, and whose typing is defined by the meta-circular 
interpreter written in the language. 
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The language defined in this paper is an extension of Aft-calculus. It has atomic terms 
for boolean values and other basic data, and a, pairing operator (denoted by cons). The 
pairing operator is necessary for encoding types and terms. 
The type system of the laa]guage, which the meta-circular interpreter will define, 
includes atomic types for atomic terms, such as booI, product ypes for terms constructed 
by cons, mad function types for ),-abstractions. Since the interpreter should evMuate typed 
expressions, it is expected to retttrn (a pair of) the type and value of a give expression. 
In order to assign a type to such an interpreter, the type system should a/so include 
dependent types, and the type of all the types. The interpreter will then be given a type 
of the following form: 
exp -4 E(t, ~ype, t), 
where exp is the type of an encoding of an expression and type is the type of a type. 
~(t, type, t) denotes the type of a pair cons(t, x), where t is of type type and x is of type t. 
The problem, however, is whether the interpreter can be well-typed in the type system. 
For exa.mple, given an expression of the form car(a) (car and cdr denote projections), the 
interpreter (denoted by eval) should do the following computation: 
let ~ ---- car(eval(a)) and x = cdr(eval(a)) in 
if t is a product type then 
let t I Xt  2 =~ in 
cons(tl, car(x))  
else 
It first evaluates the subexpresslon a and obtains its type and value. It then checks if the 
type is a product type, and computes the type-value pair for car(a). In order to check if 
cons(t~, car(x))  is of type P.(t, type, t), the type system should use the condition of the i f  
term, i.e., it should assume the fact that t is a product type while deducing the type of 
cons(h,  car(x)) .  (For detail, see Section 7.) This observation has led to the introduction 
of a special conversion rule for i f  terms, which is briefly explained below. 
In Section 2 of the paper, we define a formal system with the same language but 
without typing. Well-typing is later defined on the language by its meta-circular inter- 
preter. The system only has the convertibility (or the reducibility) between terms as a 
basic concept. One of the differences between this untyped system and Aft-calculus is that 
the systena has the following conversion rtfle~ called a conditional rule: 
[a _~ b] [a # b] 
c " c' d ~-- d' 
i f  a=bthenc  e lse  d _ i f  a=bthend else d'" 
In this rule, [a -~ b] and [a ~ b] denote discharged assumptions just as in Natural Deduction, 
where a -- b means the equality between terms, and a ~ b means the inequality between 
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atomic terms. Similar rules are often seen in theorem provers uch as Boyer and Moore's 
([Boyer79]) or EKL ([Ketonen84]), but they usually satisfy the rule 
if a=b then c e l se  c ~ c, 
because they assume that every term is terminating. The above rule does not hold in 
the system of this paper. We also introduce an operater, denoted by assert, with the 
following rule: 
a~_b 
asser t  a=b then  c -- c" 
A conditional rule is also defined for this operator. These conditional rules play the central 
role for the well-typing of programs with dependent types (dependent sums and dependent 
products [iViartln-LSf73], [Burstal184]), particularly the well-typing of the recta-circular 
interpreter. In the paper, we discuss the consistency of this untyped system. 
In Section 3, we give the representation f types by terms, and identify types with 
terms that represent them. The difference between the approach of denotational semantics 
and ours is that a type in this paper has a concrete data structure, and components of a 
type (e.g. the domain and result types of a function type) can be easily extracted. 
In Sections 4-6, we give the representation (encoding) of terms, and define the meta- 
circular interpreter of the language. The interpreter is defined to interpret well-typed 
programs, and signal an error if it accepts an program with ill-typing. Using this property, 
we define well-typing on the language; i.e., a program is defined to be well-typed, if the 
recta-circular interpreter does not signal an error (the actual definition is slightly stronger 
than this one though.) Since the meta-circular interpreter is executed on the untyped 
system, this means that the meta-circular interpreter defines a typed system on top of an 
untyped one. 
In Sections 7 and 8, we show that the recta-circular interpreter is well-typed and caa 
be executed on top of itself. This makes it possible to extend the language by extending the 
meta-circular interpreter. We consider operations on lists as an example of new operators. 
In Sections 9 and 10, we show that types in the system are also well-typed, and 
discuss how to define new kinds of type. We introduce new operators rep and abs, which 
transform data between an abstract data type and its representation. [Wand84] takes a 
similar approach, in which abs is called encode and denoted by e~#, and rep is ca/led 
decode and denoted by do#. 
In Section 11, we briefly discuss the actual implementation of the system, in which 
the well-typing of the meta-circular interpreter and the examples in the paper has been 
checked. 
We conclude the paper with furhher problems and prospectives. 
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2. Untyped System 
Terms in our system are defined as follows: 
term ::= variable 
n i l  
true 
false 
variable-constant 
integer-constant 
cons(term, term) 
car(term) 
cdr(term) 
A(term, pattern, term) 
term(term) 
label(term, pattern, term) 
let(pattern , ~erm, term) 
if(term, term, term, term) 
assert(term, term, term) 
cast(term, term) 
erroz" 
variable-constant ::= 'variable 
pattern ::= variable 
I (pattern, pattern) 
Terms are denoted by a, b, A, B, etc., variables by x, y, etc., integer constants by i, j ,  etc., 
variable constants by v, w, etc., and patterns by p, q, etc. We use A, B, etc., particulaxly 
when they denote terms representing types. 
A variable constant consists of a variable and a preceding ' (e.g., 'prod and 'cons) 
and corresponds to a (quoted) symbol in Lisp. cons is, ~s in Lisp, the pairing operator, 
and car and cdr are the projections. The first argument A to a A term %(A,p,a) means 
the type of the function, which is meaningful only when the function is evaluated on the 
meta-circular interpreter. The second argument p is e~ pa~tern that destructures the actual 
argument to the function. Patterns are also used in labe l  terms and le t  terms. The use of 
patterns is only for making descriptions sixnpler, and terms with complex patterns can be 
reptaeed with terms with only simple variables as patterns, term(term) denotes functional 
application. Functional application associates to the left, i.e., f(a)(b)=(f(a))(b). We also 
use the following abbreviation for flmctional application: 
f(a,, a2, ' - ' ,  an - l ,  an) - - - - - f ( cons(a l ,  cons(a2, . . . ,  cons(an-i ,  a , ) - . . ) ) ) ,  
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e.g., /(1,2)_=/(cons(I ,  2)). Corresponding to this abbreviation, we use the following ab- 
breviation for patterns: 
(a~, a2, ".-, a,_ , ,  an) -  (a,, (~.% . . . ,  (a,_~, ~,)..-)), 
e.g, (x,y,z)=(x, (y,z)). l e t  terms are used for temporarily binding values to variables. 
le t (p ,  a, b) is usually denoted by 
let p=a in b. 
labe l  is the fixpoint operator. The first argument A to a labe l  term label(A,p,a) 
means the type of the whole labe l  term, which is a/so meaningful only on the meta- 
circular interpreter, i f  is the conditional operator, and i f (a,  b,c, d) is usually denoted 
by 
if a=b then C else d. 
asser t (a ,  b, c) means i f (a ,  b, c, er ror ) ,  and assert (a ,  b, c) is usually denoted by 
asser t  a=b then c. 
cas t  is the operator for explicitly specifying the type of an expression; i.e.~ cast (A ,  a) tells 
the interpreter to assign type A to expression a in addition to the automatically inferred 
type for a. east is a/so meaningful only on the meta-circular interpreter and not under 
the untyped system. 
a[b/p] denotes the result of substituting b for the pattern p. For example, 
cons(y, x)[b/(x, y)] -- cons(cdr(b), car(b)). 
If p is a variable, a[b/p] denotes the usual substitution of a germ for a variable. We assume 
that bound variables in a are appropriately renamed when free variables in b axe captured. 
An atomic term is either n i l ,  t rue ,  fa l se ,  a variable constazat or an integer constant. 
A data term is an atomic term or a term beginning with cons or A. 
We say that x is enclosed by asser t  ha a, if a-b[assert(c, d, e)/y] and x occurs only 
in c or d. 
A formula of the system is in one of the following two forms: 
a~_b a~b.  
The relation _ denotes the convertibility between terms ( -  has been used to denote the 
syntactic identity). A derivation in the system is a derivation of a formula from a set os 
assumptions, where each assumption is also a formula. Assumptions are introduced only 
by the conditionM rules. 
We now give the inference rules of the system. The following conversion rules define 
the relation ~: 
car(cons(a, b)) - a 
cdr(cons(~, b)) _~ b 
~(A,p,a)(b) ~_ a[b/p] 
~(A,p,a) _~ ~(B, ~,.[~/p]) 
~et(p, a, b) ~ bin/p] 
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labe l (A ,  p, a) ~ a[label(A,p, a)/p] 
l abe l (A ,p ,  a) ~ labe l (B ,x ,  a[x/p]) 
cast (A ,a )  ~ a 
a : atomic 
i f (a,a,b,c) ~_ b 
a~b 
i f (a ,  b, c, d) - d 
asser t (a ,a ,  b) ~ b 
c ~ d d ~ d ~ 
i f (a ,  b, a,d) "," i f (a ,  b, c', d') 
[a ~ b] 
C_C I 
assert(a, b, d[c/ x]) ~-- assert(a, b, d[c' / x]) 
In the fourth rule A(A,p, a) ~-- A(B, x, a[z/p]), A and B can be arbitrary expressions, which 
means that types to A expressions are meaningless under the untyped system. Similar com- 
ments apply to the rule for labe l  expressions. The last two rules are called the conditiona2 
rules. For the last rule, we have the following restriction: z should be enclosed by asser t  
in d. Another difference between i f  terms and asser t  terms is that for i f (a ,  a, b, c) to be 
converted to b, a should be an atomic term, while for asser t (a ,  a, b) to be converted to b, 
a may be an arbitrary term. - is further defined to be a substitutive quivalence relation, 
i.e., 
a~b a~b b"-'c 
a " "  tL 
b~a a"-'c 
mid 
aN_b 
c[a/x]  _~ c[btx] ' 
for any term c containing x. 
The following rules define the relation ~: 
true ~ false 
v, w : distinct variables constants 
v~w 
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i , j  :distinct integer constants 
a~b 
b~a"  
Note that if a ~ b holds without any asst~mption, then a and b are atomic. 
Let us call the system defined so far Aflcondi~ionaJ. 
We now prove the consistency of AfconditionaI, i.e., 
Theorem 2.1: Afconditional is consistent. 
Before proving the theorem, let us make some comments for the i f  operator and the 
conditinal rule. The i f  operator itself is different from Church's 6 in that it has the condi- 
tional rule in addition to the rules for 6. So, the (constructive) consistency proof for g does 
not apply to i f .  However, it is well-known that/C* (Barendregt[84]) is a model of 6 and in 
K:*, the conditional rule also holds, which means that Aft-conditional is consisltent. There- 
fore, Theorem 2.1 is important not because it proves the consistency of Aft-condltional, 
but because of Lemma 2.2, by which we can standardize conversion steps to data terms, 
although the conversion relation -~ is neither CR nor satisfies ST (standardization theo- 
rem). Therefore, although the theorem can be proved model-theoretically, we prove it in 
the constructive manner, which gives us more useful information than the model-theoretlc 
one. Lemma 2.2 below will be used later in the paper. 
Without Ioss of generality, we can assume that the pattern p in a A term A(A,p, a) is 
always a simple variable. Since corLs, car, cdr, l abe l  s le t  and cas t  terms are definable 
by A terms, we can also ignore them for proving the consistency. 
The above definition of _ is rather hard to use for proving the theorem. We introduce 
a reduction relation denoted by ~, and redefine ~ using ~. We define ~ and redefine "~ as 
follows (they are defined mutual-recursively). 
A(A, x, a)(b) ~ a[b/x] 
a : atomic 
i f (a ,  a, b, c) ~ b 
ar 
i f (a,  b, c, d) ~, d 
a~_b 
assert (a ,  b, c) ~ c 
a~b b~,c ac>a 
a ~>c 
avb 
c[a/x] ~ 4b/.~] 
a~b 
a..~b 
A(A,:c,a) '~ ~(B,x,a)  
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i f (a, b, c, d[if(b, a, f, i f(a, b, c, 
x : enclosed by asser t  in c 
asser t (a ,  b, c[a/~]) -~ asser t (a ,  b, c[b/x]) 
a,.~b a~b b~_c 
and 
b~a a~c 
a ~ b 
tie~x] 
It is easy to verify that the above definition of ~ is equivMent o the previous one in 
the sense that a ~ b holds in the above definition if and only if a "~ b holds without any 
assumpt ion in the previous one. 
It is Mso easy to verify that ~ is Church-Rosser, and the standardization theorem holds 
for ~, where in a standard reduction, A(A,x,a)(b) is reduced before a and b, i f (a ,  b,c,d) 
is reduced before c and d, and asser t (a ,b ,  c) is reduced before a, b and c. In the proof 
of the Church-ltosser property or the standardization theorem, residuals of a redex are 
chased while other redexes are being reduced. It is obvious that redexes of the form 
)~(A,p,a)(b) or • c,d) remain redexes after other redexes are reduced. Redexes of 
the form asser t (a ,  b, c), where a ~ b, also remain redexes, because a ~-- b still holds after 
o~her redexes are reduced. 
Since no rule for ~ applies to, say t rue ,  t rue  t>:false does not hold. By using Lemma 
2.2 below, because fa l se  is a data term, if t~=ue ~- fa l se  then t rue  ~ fa l se .  But t zue  ~> 
~a lse  does not hold, so t rue  _ fa l se  does not bold, either. This proves the consistency 
of Aft-conditional. 
Lemma 2.2: If a ~- d for some data term d, then a ~> d ~ for some data term s  where s 
and d begin with the same operator. 
proof) The lemm& is proved by the induction on the number of steps in a N d that are 
not ~. We assume that the lemma holds for a ~- d ' ,  if the number of steps in a _ d" is 
smaller tha~ that of a -~ d. 
We standaxdize the steps in a - d after the last step that is not ~, and remove the 
part  after the first data te~zn in the standardized steps. We then try to eliminate the last 
step that  is not ~ as follows. 
If the step is of the form 
w~ere ~(A, x,a)(~) ~ a[b/.~], we follow the resid,als of ,\(A,x,a)(b) in the standardized 
steps, and replace them wi~h a[b/x] as appropriately instantiating it. If a residual is 
reduced, we elimint~te that step. 
The other cases where the step is the inverse of ~> can be processed similarly. 
If the step is of the form 
b, d) if( , c[b/x], d), 
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we follow the residuals of if(a, b, c[b/x], d) and replace them with i f (a ,  b, c[a/x], d) except 
for the following case: 
if(a', b', c'[b'/x], d') ~ i:~(a", a", c'[b'/x], d') ~ c'[b'/x], 
where a" is atomic. In this case, we replace these steps with 
i~(a I, b', c'[a'/x], d') ~ if(a", a", ~'[a"/x]) ~ c'[~"/x] 
and replace c'[b'/x] with c'[a"/x] after these steps. 
I f  the step is of the form 
asser t (a ,  b, c[a/x]) "" asser t (a ,  b, c[b /x]), 
we follow the residuals of asser t (a ,  b, c[b/x]) arid replace them with asser t (a ,  b, c[a/x]). 
Even if a residuM is reduced as in 
asser t  (a', b', c'[b' /x]) ~, c'[b' /x], 
where a ~ ~_ b I, we can replace b ~ with a I, because x is enclosed by asser t  in d and the 
form of b t is relevant only in the steps of the form 
assert(e[b" /x],f[b" /x],g) ~, g, 
where b" is an instance of b' and 4b"/x] ~- f[Z,"/~]. In t~,  case, we ~so have 4~"/~] -~ 
f[a"/x], i.e., 
as se~:t (ela" Ix], f [a"/~], g) ~> g. 
The other cases can be processed similarly. 
We have thus eliminated the last step that is not v. Note that the first operator of the 
data  term has not changed. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, we can find d ~ such 
that  a ~ ff and the operator of d I is the same as that of d. QED 
In order to cope with the full language, we extend the relation t~ as follows: 
car(cons(a,  b)) ~> a 
calf(cons(a, b)) ~ b 
A(A, p, a)(b) ~, a[b/p] 
l~bel(A,  p, a) ~ a[label(A,.~, ~)/p] 
cast (A ,  a) ~> a. 
We define another relation denoted by ~-. The relation ~- is defined as ~ except that  
in the  rule 
a~-b 
4a/x]  ~ 4b/.~c] ' 
c should be one of the following forms: car(x),  cdr(x),  x(a), • a, b, d) and • x, b, d). 
a ~- b means that a can be reduced to b only with outermost redexes. We can then replace 
w i th  ~- in Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.2 is a very useful lemmu. For example, if asser t (a ,  b,c) ~_ n i l ,  then a ___ b. 
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3. Representat ion  of  Types  
The type system includes following classes of types. Let A and B be types. 
null - -  the type of nil 
bool - -  the type boolean values 
vat - -  the type of variable constants 
int - -  the type of integers 
A • B - -  a product type 
P,(z, A, B) - -  a dependent product type 
A --~ B - -  a function type 
H(x, A, B) - -  a dependent function type 
These types are defined as ordinary terms, and have type as their type. type is also defined 
as an ordinary term. Here, we try the following encoding. 
A type is represented by a term of the form cons(k, z), where k is a variable constant, 
called a kind (of a type), and z is a term representing an instance belonging to the kind. 
With each kind, we associate a type called its kind-domain. The kind-domain of k is 
denoted by kind-domain(k), kind-domain(k) means the type of a term representing an 
instance of the kind; i.e., for cons(k, z) to be a type, the type of z should be kind-domain(k). 
A kind corresponds to a type operator and the kind-domain of a kind corresponds the 
domain of a type operator. 
For exaznple, the product of two types A aa~d B is represented by the term 
co s(,prod, cons(A, B)), 
where 'p rod  is a kind and cons(A, B) represents an instance of 'prod,  i.e., the product of 
A and B. cons( 'p rod ,  cons(A,B))  is also written A x B, and • is assumed to associate 
to the right. If type denotes the type of all the types, kind-domain(' prod) is deft_ned to be 
type • type: 
kind-domain('prod) ~_ type • type. 
The type os all the types, type, is defined as follows: 
type ~- ~(k, kind, kind.domain(k)), 
where kind is defined by 
kind = vat, 
and vat is defined to be the type of variable constants. ~ denotes the so-called generalized 
product (or dependent product); i.e., E(x ,A ,B)  is the type of a pair cons(a, b) such that 
the type of a is A and the type of b is B[a/x]. Since E is also a kind, its kind-domain 
should be defined. For ~, we define: 
kind-domain(' sigma) ~_ E(x, type, x -o type), 
where A --+ B denotes the type of a function from A to B. E (z ,A ,B)  is defined to be an 
abbreviat ion of 
cons('sigma, cons(A, A(A-  B))). 
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A --* B and I I (x ,A ,B)  are defined similarly as A x B and ~(x ,A ,B) :  
A--~ B -- cons( '  fun, cons(A, B)) 
kind-domain( '~un) ~- ~ype • type 
I I (x ,A ,B)  -- cons( 'p i ,  cons(A, A(A --~ type, x, B)))  
k ind-domain( 'p i )  ~- ~(x, type, x --+ type). 
The basic types such as vat and int axe defined somewhat artificially. For example, 
we define 
vat "~ cone( 'k ind-var ,  n i l )  
kind-dor~ain( 'k ind-var )  _ null, 
where null is the type of n i l  and 
null ~ cons('kind-null, nil) 
kind-domain( ' k ind -nu l l  ) --~ null. 
kind-domain is defined as follows: 
kind-domain 
A ( var--~ type , v,  
if v='kind-null then null 
else if v=,kind-bool then null 
else if v=,kind-var then nuZl 
else if v=,kind-int then null 
else if v=,prod then type x type 
else if v=,sigma then ~,(x, type, x -+ type) 
else if v=,fun then ~ype • type 
else if v='pi then ~(X, type, x ~ type) 
else error), 
This means that kind-domain and type compose a labe l  term that mutual-recursively 
defines them: 
labe l (A ,  (type ,k ind-domain),  
cons (E ( k , kind, kind-domain (k ) ) , 
A ( var-~ ~ype , . . . ) ) ) .  
A (the type of the above labe l  expression) should be 
type X (vat -~ type), 
but the labe l  expression itself defines type, and the first argument o a labe l  term is 
outside the scope of the variables of the labe l  expression. So, we cannot include type (or 
kind-domain) in A. Here we set A to n i l :  
l abe l (n•  ( type,k ind-domain) ,  
cons (~ (k,  kind, klnd-domain (k ) ) ,  
)~ (var--~ ~ype , . . . ) )  ) . 
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4. Representat ion  o f  Terms 
We next define the representation (encoding) of terms. A term is represented by a term 
of the form cons(o,  u), where o is a variable constazat, called an opera~or, and u is a term 
representing the arguments to the operator. We denote the representation of a term a by 
Ia]. For example, we define 
rooo:<,, 2)1 = oo~(,r con~(r~l, F21)), 
~her~ '~o~, is the operator of con~(1, 2) a~<l co~,(F~l, F21) is the term representing the 
arguments to cons in cons( I ,2 ) .  
For each operator o, the type of the representation of its arguments is denoted by 
op-domain(o). For example, op-domain('coas) is defined to be ezp x exp. exp denotes 
the type of a representation of a term (expression), and is defined by 
where op ~ vat is the type of an operator. 
We now give the representation of terms. In the following definitions, x denotes a 
variable and 'x denotes the corresponding variable constant. 
r~7 - co~s(, v~-~, ,  ~) 
r t~e l  = r162 ~i l )  
[false] = con~('f~ls.-r ni l )  
r,~l = r va~-~onst, , x) 
ril - - -r162 0 
r~o~s(<,, b)l -- oo~s(,~ons, co~(F~l, rbl)) 
Fo~(~)l - r r~l) 
rcd=(~)l =- eons('cdr, [a]) 
F,\(A, p, a)l = ~on~('l~t,<l,,, ~on~(rA1, ~ons(LpJ, r~l))) 
r~(b)l --- co~s(,app, ~o~s(r:l, rbl)) 
rlab~z(A, p, ~)l = r  r ~o~s(L~]> F~l))) 
[if(a, b, c, d)l _-__ cons('i~, =o~(F~l> =ons(Fbl, con~(Fol, F~G)))) 
F~s,=t(~,  b, ~)l = ~o,~,('as~e=t, co~s(F~l, oons(rbl, F~I))) 
rca.~t(A, @l = r162 co~.<FA1, F<<l)) 
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[pJ denotes the representation f a pattern p. [pJ is defined as follows: 
LxJ = cons(true, 'x)  
L(p, a)J co s(LpJ, LqJ))- 
From the above definitions, the op-domaJn of each operator is almost straight-forward. For 
example, 
op-dom~in( 'cons)  __ ezp • ezp 
op-domain( 'car )  ~ exp 
op-domain( ' cdr)  ~-- ezp 
op-domaln(' lambda) ~ exp • pat x exp. 
pat denotes the type of patterns and is defined as follows: 
pat "" E(x, bool, if x=true then vctr else pat X pat). 
5. Meta -c i rcu la r  I n te rpreter  
We first define: 
~;v ~ E(t, type, t), 
tv is the type of a type-value pair. Given a representation f a term and an environment, 
the meta-circular interpreter, eval, produces n i l  and a type-value pair. The type of eval 
is 
exp • env ~ null x tv. 
n i l  means that the evaluation has succeeded with no type errors (cf. Section 6). eval is 
defined as follows: 
eval ~- 
A(expxenv- -~nul l•  , ( (o ,u)  , r )  , op-eval(o) (u , r )  ) . 
op-eval(o) is defined for each operator o, and should handle the evaluation of a term led 
by the operator o. The type of op-eval is 
env denotes the type of an environment, and is defined as follows: 
env ~- var -~ null x iv. 
The function extend-env extends an environment with a pattern and a type-value pair. For 
environment r, pattern p and type-value pair x, eztend-env(r ,p,  x) returns the extended 
environment in which the variables in p are associated with appropriate type-value pairs 
i l l  X. 
In addition to eval, a function named eval-context is defined, which handles the eval- 
uation of a term in the context of a fixed type. The type of evaI-context is 
I I ( (a,r , t ) ,  exp x env x type, n~dI x t). 
eval -context(a,r , t )  evaluates an expression a under the environment r to produce an el- 
elnent of t. For operators cons, i f ,  assert, l e t  and error ,  op-e,val-contezt is defined 
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in addition to op-eval. As for cons, the type of cons(a,b) can be either of the form 
A • B or of the form E(A,x ,B) ,  a.nd which form the type takes is determined by the 
context. Therefore, op-eval-contez~('cons) is defined in addition to op-eval('cons). For 
i f ,  if i f (a ,  b, r d) is evaluated under some context (type) A, then c or d should also be 
evaluated under A. This requirement is realized by defining op-eval-context(' i f )  such that 
eval-context([if(a, b, c, d)], r, A) "~ eval-contezt([c], r A) 
if the values of a and b are equal, and 
evaZ-con~e~t(Nf(a , b, c, d)], r, A) ~- eval-con~e~([d~, r A) 
if the values of a and b are unequal. We define op-eval( ' i f )  such tha~ 
c, d)], , )  - e r ro r  
(always signaling an error), i.e., an i f  expression should always be evaluated under some 
context. This is not desirable, but for the proof of Theorem 6.1. S~milar comments apply to 
asser t  and er ror .  We assun~e that op-eval-contezt-defined(o) ~_ t rue  if op-eval-con~ezt(o) 
is defined, and op-eval-con~ex~-defined(o) "~ fa l se  if not. eval-context is then defined as 
follows: 
eval-conte~t "~ 
A (II ( (a, r ,  t ) ,  exp • env • type, null x t ) ,  
(a , r , t ) ,  
i f  op-eval.contezt-defined (car  (a ) )=t rue  then 
op- eval- con~ez~ ( car (a))  (cdr (a) ,  r ,  t) 
else 
let (w , t ' , x )=cva l (a , r )  in 
assert w=ni l  then 
assert ~=~' then 
cons(nil,x)) . 
It firsh checks if op-eval-con~ez~ of the operator is defined. H op-eval-con~ez~ is not defined, 
it simply calls eval and checks if the type of the expression is equal to the expected type 
by using asser t .  
The definition of ez~end-env and the definitions of the operators (their op-eval and 
op-eval-contex~) are in Appendix A. Remember that op-eval-contezt is defined only for 
cons, if, asser t ,  let and error. 
init-env denotes the initial environment. We assume that ini~-env contains ~he defi- 
nitions of global variables uch as ~ype, null and int: 
ini~-env ~- 
A(var--~tv, v,  
i f  v='~ype then cons(n i l ,cons(~ype,type)  ) 
e lse  i f  v--,null then cons(n i l ,cons(~ype,nu l l ) )  
e lse  i f  v=, in~ then cons (n i l ,  cons (~ype, in~) ) 
. . .  
else 
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The evaluation of a term a on the meta-circular interpreter  is then defined as the 
conversion (reduction) of the term 
o o,( rol , init-env ), 
or ~he term 
ewl-conte~t( [a] , init-er~v, A ). 
6. Wel l - typ ing  
Using the meta-circular interpreter,  we can consider various condit ions for a term to be 
wel l - typed. Here, we adopt one of the simplest definitions. We define two kinds of typing: 
r =:~ a :: A and r =~ a : A. They both mean that under type assignment r, the type  of 
expression a is A. The difference is that in r =~ a :: A, the evaluat ion of a autonomously 
produces its type A, while in r =~ a : A, a is evaluated under the constraint (context)  to 
be  of type A. 
A type assignment is a term defined as follows: i) init-env is a type assignment,  ii) If 
r is a type assignment and A is a term such that  
{ car(eval-contezt(rA1, r, type)) ~_ n i l  
cdr(eval-contezt(rA1, r, type)) ~- A, 
then  
A(var -~ f~lI • tV, V, i f  V='X then cons(n i l ,  cons(A,  x)) e l se  r(v))  
is also a type assignment. This A term is denoted by r[x : A]. In the following discussions, 
we assume that x in r[x : A] is not identical to type. 
Let r be a type assignment, and a and A be terms, where 
car(eval-context(FA], r, type)) ~- n i l  
cdr(evaZ-context([A], ,', type)) ~- X. 
We write 
if 
and write 
if 
r =k a :: A, 
{ car(~vol(rd, ~)) -~ nil 
car(cdr(eval(ra 1, r))) _ A 
cdr(cd~(eval([al,  ~))) --~ a, 
r~a:A ,  
{ All '-' 
We simply write a :: A or a : A, if r is init-env, a is called well-typed, if a :: A or a : A 
holds for some A. 
Since eval-contezt([type],r, type) .'. cons(n i l ,  type), if r =~ a :: A or r ~ a : A, then 
r =t. A : type. 
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I f r  =~ a :: A, r ~ A'  : type and A ~-- A', then r ==~ a :: A ' ,  and if r =ez a : A, 
r ~ A' : type and A ~- A', then r ~ a : A'. Conversely, i f r  ~ a :: A and r =~ a :: A', then 
A '~A ' ,but r=~a:Aandr=~a:A '  do not imp lyA_~A' .  
Unfortunately, the condition car(eval([a], r)) _ nil or car(eval-context( [a], r, A)) _ 
n i l  does not imply cdr(cdr(eval( [a], r))) ~ a or cdr(eval-contezt( [a] ,r, A)) ~-- a. 
The following theorem states the relation between a :: A and a : A. 
Theorem 6.1: I f  r ~ a :: A, then r ~ a : A. 
proof) By the induct ion on the structure of a, we prove that if 
car(eval([a], r)) ~_ n i l  
ca~(~a~(~z([~], ~))) ___ A 
cdr(cdr(eval([a], r))) ~ a, 
then 
For those operators for which op-eval-context is not defined, evaI-conte~t(ral,r,A) ~- a 
holds by the defmition of eval-context. For i f ,  asser t  and er ror ,  the assumpt ion does 
not hold, since by their definitions (see Appendix A), 
Assttme that a~cons(a l ,  a2). By the definition of eval, 
~z(r~] ,  ,-) -~ r177 cons(A1 x A2, cons(a~, a~))), 
where  
A1 •  --~ A 
~ar(~l ( r~] ,  r)) ~_ ni l  
- -  A, 
! 
cdr(cdr(~l(F~l,  ~))) ~- ~.  
' Therefore, by the induction hypothesis,  By the assumption, we have a i ~- a i. 
cd=(~z-~0~te , , (F~l ,  ~  A~)) ~ ~.  
By the definition of op-evaLcontemt(' cons),  
{ car(eval-con~ext([a], r, A) ~- nil 
cdr(~z-~o~t~t([~], ~, A) _~ a. 
The case where a is of the form le t (p ,  b, r caza be processed similarly (more easily). 
QED 
Lemma 6.2: If r[x : A] ~ b :: B and r ~ a : A, then r :=~ b[casC(A,a)/x] :: 
B[cast(A,a)/x] .  If r[x : A] ~ b : B and r =~ a : A, then r ~ b[aast(A,a)/x] : 
B[cast(A,a)/x] .  
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Operators have expected propert ies concerning with types. 
Theorem 6.3: 
If r ( '  x) "~ cons(n i l ,  cons(A,  x)), then 7' ~ x :: A. 
7" ~ n i l  :: null. 
r =r t rue  :: bool and r =r fa l se  :: bool. 
r =f i :: int. 
r ::~ v :: V~T. 
If r=> a :: A and r =~ b :: B, then r =~ cons(a,b) :: A • B. 
If r ~ a : A and r =r b : B,  then r =~ cons(a,b)  : A • B. 
If~, ~ a :  A, ~[x : A] ~ B :  typ~ and r o b: B[ca~t(A,a) /z] ,  ~hen r ~ con~(~,b) : 
~(x ,A ,B) .  
If r ~ a :: A • B, then 7" :=~ car (a )  :: A and r ~ cdr(a)  :: B. 
If 7" =~ a :: E (x ,A ,  B),  then r =r car (a)  :: A mid r ~ cdr(a)  :: B [cas t (A ,  car(a)) /x] .  
If r[x. : A] ~ a : B, then r =~ )~(A --* B ,x ,a )  :: A ---* B (x should no occur in B) .  
If ~[~ : A] ~ a: B, th~n ~ ~ ~(n(~,A ,B) ,~,a) : :  n ( , , ,A ,B) .  
I f r=~f : :A - - *B  andr=~a:A ,  thenr~f (a ) : :B .  
Hr  =:~ f :: I I (x ,A ,B)  and r =:~ a :A ,  then r =r f (a) : :  B [cast (A ,a) /x ] .  
I f r [x  :A] ~ a:A ,  then labe l (A ,x ,a )  :: A. 
If r ~ a :: A and r[x : A] :=~ b : B,  then r =v le t (z ,  a, b) : B (x should no occur in B) .  
I f r  =~ a :: A, r ~ b :: A, r =v c : B ~nd r =~ d:  B, then 7, ~ i f (a ,b ,c ,d )  : B. 
I f r=~a: :A ; r~ b :: A, and r ~ e : B,  then r ~ asser t (a ,b ,e )  : B. 
If r =~ a : A, then r =~ cast (A ,  a) :: A. 
If r =~ A : type, then er ror  : A. 
For A, le t  and labe l  terms, the theorem can be generalized so that  arb i t rary  patterns  are 
allowed. The theorem is an e~sy consequence of the definitions of eval ~nd eval-context 
~nd Lemma 6.2. 
The following theorem states that  the result of evaluating a term is de~ermined by the 
type of the term. 
Theorem 6.4: If a :: A and a '~ d for some data term d, then the operator  of d is 
determined by car (A) :  
d---nil iff car(A) _~ 'kind-null. 
d--true or d--false iff car(A) __~ 'kind-bool. 
d is an integer constant iff car (A)  "~ 'kind-int, 
d is a variable constant iff car (A)  "~ 'kind-var, 
d begins with cons iff car (A)  "" 'p rod  or car (A)  ~ 's igma.  
d begins with ,~ iff car (A)  "~ ' fun or car (A)  "~ ' p i .  
Outl ine of  the proof)  From Lemma 2.2, we have a ~- d for some data term d. We define 
a reduct ion relation ~ such that if a ~'  b, then 
We then show that  a >-' d ~ or a >-' cas t (A ,  d ~) for some data term s  where d ~ ~'md begin 
with the s~me operator.  (In fact, a ~ d ~ " d.) The theorem follows from the fact ~hut the 
operator  of d ~ is determined by car (A) .  
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The relation ~-' is defined as follows. Let at------car(cons(a, n i l ) ) ,  A~ type), 
a~ ~cdr (cdr (  eval( [a], init-env )) ), A'=--cdr( eval-context( [A], init-env , type)). 
a : atomic 
cas t (A ,a )  ~-' a 
cast(A, car(a)) ~' car(a) 
car(co~s(a,b)) ~' a 
car (cas t (A ,  cons(a,  b))) ~-' cas t (car (cdr (A~ a) 
c~st(r ~' car(a) 
car(co~s(a, b)) ~-'b 
car(A') ~_ 'proa 
car (cas t (A ,  cons(a,  b))) >-' cas t (car (car (d~ b) 
car(A') ~ ' s igma 
cdr (aast (A ,  cons(a, b))) >-' cas t (cdr (cdr (A~176 car(a))) ,  b) 
cast (A ,  A(B,p,a)) ~-' A(B,p,a) 
cast(A, f(a)) ~' f(a) 
car (A ' )  ~ ' fun  
%(A, p, a)(b) >-' cast(cdr(cdr(A~ a[cast (car (cdr (A  ~ b)/p]) 
car (A ' )  ~ 'p i  
,\( A, p, a )( b ) ~- ' cast (cdr (cdr (A~176 b)), a [cast (car (cdr (A~ b)/p]) 
cast{A, le t (p ,  a, b)) >-' cas t (A ,  b[at/p]) 
cast(A, labeZ(B,p, a)) . '  label(B,p, a) 
label(A,p, a) . '  cast(A, a[~abeZ(A,p, a)/p]) 
a t ~_a ~ a ~ :atomic 
cast (A,  i~(a, a, b, c)) . '  cast (A ,  b) 
a S "~ a ~ b$ "~ b ~ a ~ 9~ b I 
cast(A, if(a, b, ~, d)) ~-' cast(A, d) 
a* --~ b* 
cast (A ,  asser t (a ,  b, c)) >-' cast (A ,  c) 
cast(A, cast(B, a)) ~' cast(A, a) 
a t >-~ a 
a ~1 b b ~_l c a~a 
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a~tb  
c[alx] >' 
where c is one of the following forms: car(z), calf(x), x(a), •  i f (a ,x ,b ,c ) ,  
cast(A,  i f (x,  a, b, c)) and cast(A, i f (a ,  x, b, c)). 
7. Wel l - typing of  the Meta -c i rcu la r  In terpreter  
We first check if the type ezp is well-~yped, i.e., 
exp : @pe. 
Since exp and op-domain are deKned mutual-recursively, we should type-check a label 
term of the form: 
label(typex (kind-*type) , ( exp , op-domain) , 
cons (E (o, op , op-domain (o)) , . . . )  ) . 
We can then type-check the mete-circular interpreter, i.e., functions evaI, eval-coniezt, 
extend-env, op-eval, op-eval-context and op-eval-contezt-defined, which also compose a 
big label  term of the form 
labe l ( . . . ,  (evaI, eval-context, . . .) ,  . . . ) .  
Note that while type-checking this labe l  terms, the conditional rules play the r 
As an example, consider the first occurrence of cons(car(z),  car(x)) in the definition 
of op-eval(' car): 
A ( ezp x env--~ null • tv , 
(a,r), 
let (w,  (k , z )  ,x )=eva l (a , r )  in 
assert w=nil  then 
if k='prod then 
cons (n i l ,  cons (car (z),  car  (x)) ) 
else if k='sigma then 
cons (n i l ,  cons (car (z),  car(x)  ) ) 
e lse  
error) . 
In this definition of car, the argument; o car is first evaluated. It is then checked whether 
its type belongs to 'prod. If not, it is checked whether its type belongs to 'sigma. 
When the term cons(car(z) ,car(x))  is given to the mete-circular i~terpreter, it is 
evaluated in the context of tv, i.e., we evaluate 
eval-contezt([cons(car(z), car(x))l, r, ~v), 
We then evaluate 
Since 
r ~ eval(a, r) :: nulI • tv 
k car(ca (cdr(   l(a, 
z ~-- cdr(car(cdr(eval(a,  r)))), 
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we have r ~ z :: kind-domain(k).  We are in the then branch of the i f  term 
i f  k= 'prod ' then  -.-, so we can assume k ----- 'p rod  by the conditional rule, and we 
have r ~ z :: type • type. Therefore, 
eval-con~ez~(rcar(z)l, r type) ~ cons(nil,car(z)). 
We then evaluate 
car(z)). 
From r =:~ x :: car(cdr(eval (a, r ) ) )  and k "~ 'prod,  
r162162 car(x))). 
Therefore, 
eval-contezt([car(x)],  r, car(z)) ---- cons(nil, car(x)), 
and 
e~l-~onte=t(rr car(*))l, r, t,) ~_ cons(n i l ,cons(car(z) ,  car(x))). 
8. New Operators  
It is straight-forward to define a new operator. We extend the definitions of op-eval and 
op-ev,zl-contezt, and type-check the new definitions. We can further un another interpreter 
on top of the new one as in [Smith84] or [Wand86]. 
Let eval ~ be an extended interpreter. We should check 
eval ~ :: amp x any --+ null x tv. 
Asstm~e that the check has succeeded. It is easy to show that for any term a, In] : ezp. 
Therefore, by Theorem 6.3, 
ev<reval'(ra], ini,-env)], init-en.) --~ cons(nil, cons(tv, eval'(ra], init-env))). 
This means that we can run eval' directly on the untyped system: 
eval'(ral, init-env). 
As an example of new operators, we consider list types and operations on lists. First, 
let us define ~ function list: 
list(t) ~_ ~(z ,  bool, i f  x=fa lse  then  t x list(~) else null). 
The type of list is ~ype --~ type. We carl then define operators ln i l ,  icons, lcar ,  l cdr  
and latom. Their definitions are in Appendix B. 
Terms that contain ln i l ,  lcons, etc. can be evaluated by the extended interpreter to 
produce terms without them. For example, 
eval-contezt'(rlcons(i, ln i l ) ] ,  init-env, Zist(in~)) 
- - cons(n i l ,  cons(:fals$, cons(l ,  cons(true,  ni l ) ))) .  
This process corresponds to the macro expansion in Lisp, although ln i l ,  Icons, etc. ~re 
defined as special forms (Common Lisp [Steele84]) or fexprs (M~cLISP [Moon79]) rather 
than macros. 
9. Well-typing of Types  
In Section 3, we defined type and kind-domain by the following labe l  term: 
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label  (n i l ,  (type, kind-domain) , 
cons (E ( k , kind, kind-domain ( k ) ) , 
A(var--~type, . . . ) ) )  . 
We now define type 1 and kind-domainl by the following label  term: 
labe l  (type x ( var--~type) , 
( tyl)el , kind-domain1), 
cons (E (k,  kind, kind-domain1 (k) ) , 
A (var---~type, . . . ) ) )  . 
This term can be type-checked by ~he interpreter, and we have 
type a : type 
kind-domain1 : var --~ type. 
10, New Types  
For defining new kinds, of type, we introduce two fnnctions: kind-rep-type and 
kind-rep-type-definsd. The type of kind-rep-type is 
E(k, kind, k ind-domain(k )~ type). 
For kind k and z : kind-domain(k), 
kind-rep-type( k )( z) 
gives the representation type of cons(k,z). As an example, let us introduce a new kind 
l i s t  by 
k ind-domain( ' l i s t )  ~ type, 
and define: 
For example, 
ki d-,ep-type('list)(t) 
cons( ' l i s t ,  int) 
is an abstract data type whose representation type is list(int), cons( ' l i s t ,  int) is denoted 
by l i s t ( in t )  below. These abstract data types corresponds to opaque types in [Wand84]. 
For transforming data between an abstract data type and its representation, we in- 
troduce two operators abs and rep, whose meta-circulax definitions axe in Appendix C. 
abs and rep satisfy the following reduction rule: 
 ep(abs(a)) > a. 
For example, we have 
abs(cons(true, cons(fa lse,  cons(l, n i l ) ) ) )  : l i s t ( in t ) .  
The new definitions for the abstract list type are in Appendix D. These definitions 
axe more tractable than the previous ones, because in these definitions, list types axe of 
the form 
cons(' list, t) 
and thus it is easier to identify them. 
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11. Imp lementat ion  
An experimental reducer of the formal system is actually implemented by the author. It is 
almost like the normal order reducer for A~-calculus, but it is augmented with the rule for 
asser t  and the conditional rules for asser t  and i f .  The reducer is not a complete one, but 
is incorporated with some heuristic rules. For example, while reducing c in i f (a ,  b, c, d), 
the reducer measures the complexity of a and'b and replaces the more complex one with 
the simpler one. The expansion of labe l  terms is restricted, and in some cases, the user 
should explicitly specify which labe l  term to expand. 
It also allows global (and recursive) definitions of variables. The expansion of such 
global variables with their definitions is also controlled by the user. 
12. P rob lems and  Prospect ives  
The system presented in this paper is not an extensional one. The pairing operator is not 
surjective, either. By introducing the following two rules, 
A(A,x,a(x)) ~_ a 
co~ts(car(a),adr(a)) "~ a, 
we can make the system extensional and satisfy SP  (surjeetive paring). It is known that 
)~fl~? + SP  is consistent by the model theoretic onsideration, and the system in this paper 
augmented with ~ and SP is also consistent. However, it is not obvious whether these 
properties, paxticulazly SP,  axe useful. For example, Theorem 6.4 no longer holds with 
SP.  
The conditional rule for asser t  without any restriction is not yet proved to be con- 
sistent. 
As is clear from the definition, the type-checking in our system is not recursive. This 
problem is discussed by many people (e.g., [B~s~al184], [Caxdelli85], [Meyer86]). We 
think that appropriately restricting reduction steps that axe automatically performed, and 
allowing the user to explicitly specify other non-automatic reduction steps will make the 
system practical and usable. 
The user must supply more type information than is theoretically needed for writing a 
well-typed term, because our type system does not perform unification while type-checking 
a term (cf. [Milner78], [Demas82], [Wand84'], [Wand86']). The problem is partially solved 
by providing the function e'val-con~ext in addition to eyed, but the type inference of the 
system is far less flexible compared with unification-based type checkers. In order to 
perform unification, we need a functional angauge with a built-in unification operation 
such as [Sato84]. However, that would require higher-order unification a~d introduce much 
difficulty ([Burstal184], [McCracken84]). 
While type-checking a program, we camlot perform inductive arguments. The incor- 
poration of inductive axguments into the framework of the paper should also be studied in 
the future. 
We axe planning to develop an object-oriented programming system with metaclass 
discipline ilz the framework of the paper. Since the system is strongly typed, the result 
will merge object-oriented programming with strong typing. We also want to develop the 
theory of abstract data types and modules in our framework as [Burstal184] does. 
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Appendix A. Meta-circular Interpreter I 
eztend-env 
A (cnv xpa~ x ~v~null  x env, 
(r, (z,p), z), 
if z=true then 
cons(nil,A(e?zv,v,if v=p then cons(nil,z) else r(v))) 
else 
let ((k,Z),x)=z in 
if k='prod then 
lez (w,r')=ex~end-env(r,car(p),eons(car(z),car(z))) in 
assert w=nil then 
~x~c~%d-env (?J, cdr (p) , cone (cdr (z) , cdr (~)) ) 
else if k='sigma then 
let (w,r')=~e?Zd-e?~V(r,car(p),cons(car(z),car(z))) in 
assert w=nil then 
ez~end-e nv (r', ed:c (p), cons (cdr(z) (car(z)), cdr (x)) ) 
els e 
error) 
type.~ p. " p P P , ' . y " . pp' p" 
op-eval ('var-re~) "~ 
A(var• (v,r), r(v)) 
op-eval ('nil-const) ~_ 
A(~Ix  env--~7%?~Zlx ~v, (z,r) , cons(nil,cons(?~ll,nil))) 
off-ev~ ( ' true-const) 
A(~U~Xe?%2)--+7~?II~X~v, (Z,r) , cons(nil,cons( boo~,true) ) ) 
off- e~ (, false-conet) _____ 
A(nulIx env---~nullxtv , (z,?'), cons(nil,cons( bool,zrue) ) ) 
op-eval ('int-const) -- 
A(intxenv--*null• (i,r), cons(~il,cons(int,i))) 
Op-eval('var-const) ~--_
Mvar• (v,r), cons(nil,cons(vat,v))) 
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op-ewl ( ' cons)  "' 
A ( ( cxp • ezp ) X env---~ null • ~v ,
( (a ,b) , r ) ,  
l e t  (Wa,~.a,~a)=eval(a,r) in
assert Wa=nil then 
let (Wb,~b,Xb)=eval(b.r) in 
assert wb=nil then 
cons (n i l ,  cons (~a X~b, cons (~a,:cb))) ) 
(cons returns a product ype and a pair.) 
op-evaI-contex~(' cons) 
A (H( ( (a ,  b) , r ,O ,  (exp• axp) x any x type, nu l lx t ) ,  
( (a,b)  , r , (k , z ) ) ,  
if k='prod then 
let (Wa,Xa)=eval-Contcx~(a,r,car(z) ) in 
assert wa=ni l  then 
let (Wb,Xb)=ez~al-contex~(b,r,cdr(z)) in 
assert wb=nil then 
cons (nil, cons ( xa . ~b ) ) 
else iT ~='sigma then 
let (Wa, Xa) = eval-co??,~e~t (a. r, car(z) ) in 
assert wa=ni l  then 
let (Wb,Za)=eVal-con~x~(b,r,cdr(z) (• in 
assert wb=nil then 
cons (nil, cons (ms, x b) ) 
else 
error) 
(cons first checks whether the context is a product or a dependent product, and then calls e~)~l-cor~$ez~ 
with an appropriate type for its arguments.) 
op-eval ( ' car) ~-- 
A(exp • env- - *nu l Ix tv ,  
(a,r) , 
l e t  (w , (k , z ) ,~)=eva l (a , r )  in 
assert w=ni l  then 
if ~='prod then 
cons (nil, cons (car(z), car(x) ) ) 
else if ~='sigma then 
cons (nil, cons ( car (z), car(x) ) ) 
else 
error) 
(car  evaluates the argument, checks whether its type is a product or a dependent product, and returns a 
pair of an ~ppropriate type and the car  of the argument. Incidentally, the type is caz(z) in both of the 
cases, but the check is necessary for the meta-circular interpreter to be well-typed.) 
op-eval ( ' cdr) 
A (ezp x env--* null  x iv,  
(a , r ) ,  
l e t  (w , (k , z ) ,x )=eva l (a , r )  in 
assert w=ni l  then 
if ~='prod then 
cons (nil, cons ( car(z), cdr (x)) ) 
else if ~='sigma then 
cons (nil, cons ( cdr (z) (car(x)), cdr (x)) ) 
else 
error) 
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(car evaluates the argument, checks whether its type is a product or a dependent product, and returns 
pair of an appropriate type and the car of the argument. When the type of the argument is a dependent 
product, the car of the argument is used to make the type.) 
op-eval ('lambda) ~. 
A (( exp xpatx  exp) x env~nu l lx  tv, 
( (A ,p ,a)  ,r) ,  
l e t  (w, t) = eval-contest (A,r ,  type) in  
assert to=nil then 
let (k,z)=t in 
i~ k='fun then 
asser t  A (car  (z)---+ 7t,~d~, x.
le t  (w,rr)=extend-env(r,p,cons(eax(z),~:)) i n  
assert w=nil  then 
car( eval-contcxt (a, r ' ,  car (z))  ) ) = 
A(car(z)---~null ,x,ni l)  then 
cons (nil, 
cons (t, 
A(t ,x, 
cdr(eval-contczt(a,  
ear(extend-any ( r , p , 
cons (car (z ) ,  x))  ) ,  
car (z ) ) ) ) ) )  
else if k='pi then 
assert A (car(z)-* ~itll, x, 
let (w, r I )= e~tc?Id-e?zv (r ,p, cons (car(z), x) ) in 
assert 'w=nil then 
car(eval-contezt (a,r', car (z ) ) ) )  = 
A( car(z)--+null ,x,nil) then 
cons (nil, 
cons (t, 
A(t,~, 
car(  eval-eontext(a, 
car (extend-any  (7",p, 
cons (oar (z ) ,x ) ) ) ,  
car(z) (z)))))) 
else 
error) 
(The operator first evaluates the first argument, i.e., the type of the whole expression, and checks whether 
it is a function type or a dependent function type. In both of the cases, the well-typing of the body of the 
flmction is checked by asser t ,  and then a pair of the type and a A expression is returned.) 
op-evaZ('app) "~ 
,k ( (e~:p x ezp)  x env--~ n~dl x tv ,  
( ( f  ,a) ,7"), 
let (wf , (k , z ) , z f )=eva l ( f , r )  in 
asset% wf=nll then 
if ~='~un then 
let (wa,Xa)=e~al~CO?Itezt(a,7",car(z)) in 
assert Wa=nil  then 
cons (nil, cons (cdr (z), zf (Xa) ) ) 
else if k='pi then 
let (wa,xa)=eval -context(a,r ,car(z))  in 
assert Wa=nil  then 
cons (nil, cons (cdr (z) (xa), ,~f (Xa) )) 
else 
error) 
The operator firs~ evaluates the function and checks whether its type is a function type or a dependent 
notion type. Then the function a.rgument is evaluaLed and a pair of an appropriate type and the result of 
applying the ftmction to the argument is returned. When the type of the function is a dependent function 
type, the value of the argument is a.lso used to make the type of the result.) 
op-evaI ( 'i~) 
A( (expx  cap x exp x exp ) x env--~null x tv , ( (a ,b  ,c,d) , r ) ,  er ror )  
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( i f  should be used in some context of a type.) 
op-eva l -context ( ,  i~) ~_ 
A ( l'I ( ( (a ,b ,c ,d )  , r , t ) ,  ( exp • exp • cxp • exp ) • env x type ,  nu l l•  
( (a ,b ,c ,d ) , r , l ) ,  
let (Wa, ta ,Xa)=evaZ(a , r )  in 
assert We=ni l  then 
let (Wb,~,b,Xb)=e~;gl(b,r) in 
assert wb=nil then 
assert ?~a=~b then 
assert cast(n~ll, 
if Za=X b then 
car(eval -eontez~(e,r , t ) )  
else 
r (d, r #) ) ) = 
cast(~uZl,i~ Xa=X b then nil else nil) then 
cons (nil, 
if ~a=Xb then 
cdr(e'oaI-context(c,r ,t)  ) 
else 
car ( eval -contex~ ( d, r ,t ) ) )) 
( i f  first evalutes the first two arguments, checks the well-typing of the branches by assert,  and then returns 
the value of a branch depending on whether the first two arguments are equal or not.) 
op-eva l ( 'asser t )  
A((exp• expX ezp)  • env-~nu l l•  ( (a,b,c)  ,r),  error) 
(Similar to i~.) 
op-eva l -con  tez t  ( ' asser t  ) ~-- 
A ( I I  ( ( ( a , b , c ) , r,~), ( exp X exp X exp ) X env x type  , nul l  • Q , 
((a,b,c) ,r),  
let (wa ,~a,Za)=eva l (a , r )  in 
assert We=ni l  then 
let (Wbfl:b.Xb)=e~lal(b,~') in 
assert We=ni l  then 
assert ~a=~b then 
assert cast (nu~,  
assert  ~a=~:b then 
car(eval-con~ext (c, r,~) ) ) = 
cast(night,assert Xa=X b then nil) then 
cons (nil, 
assert ~a=Zb then 
cdr(eval-contezt (c , r , t ) ) ) )  
(Similar to if.) 
op-eva l ( ' l e t )  ~_ 
A ( ( pat  • exp • exp ) • env--+ n ul l  x tv , 
( (p ,a ,b)  ,r) ,  
le t  (w ,z )=eva l (a , r )  in 
assert w=ni l  then 
let (w,rt)=extend-env(r,p.z) in 
assert w=ni l  then 
eva l (b , r ' ) )  
(The operator evaluates the second argument, binds its type and value by extend-env ,  and then evaluates 
the third argument.) 
op-eva l -contex~ ( ' l e t  ) 
A (H(((p,  a, b), r , i )  ,patx  emp x exp) X env x type,  nu l l  xt) ,  
( (p ,a ,b)  , r , t ) ,  
le t  (w ,z )=eva l (a , r )  in 
assert w=n~l then 
let (w , r )=extend-env( r ,p ,z )  in 
assert w=ni l  then 
eval -contex~ (b, r ' , t ) )  
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0 r -~g l  ('label) 
A ((ezp xpa~x ezp) x env~nul lx  ~v, 
((A,p,a),r),  
l e t  (w,t)=eval-confexi(A,r,type) in 
assert ~=ni l  then 
assert  A (~--e n~l / , z ,  
l e t  (w,ff)=az~end-env(r,p,cons(~,z)) in 
assert  w=nil  then 
ca~( evgt-con~r162 r,4))) = 
A(~-+nuU,z,n• then 
cons (nil, 
cons (~, 
label (t, z, 
cdr (~al-con~ez~ (a, 
car( ez~end-~nv (,.,p, 
cons (t, z)) 
(Similar to A.) 
op-eval('cast) ~-- 
A((ez2 x cx~)• euv-~null• 
((A, a),  r J ,  
l e t  (w,O=e~al-contez~(A,r,~ype) in 
assert  w=nil 1;hen 
let (zu,z):evel-CO?~cm~(a,r,~) in 
assert w=ni l  then 
cons (nil, cons (~ z) ) 
(cast calls evgl-con~ezt) 
op-eval (' error)  
A(nullx env-+nullxnullx~v, (::,r), error)  
(This is a typing error.) 
op-eval-con~ex~( 'error) ~--- 
A ( I I  ((~, r, ~), null • env • type---~nullxo, 
(:c,r,~), 
cons (nil, error)) 
(This is not a typing error~ but [he value is an error.) 
Append ix  B. List Operators I 
olD- ewgl ( ' Inil ) ~___ 
i(nullxenv--§215 (~, r ) ,  error) 
o2)-c.val-con~e:~ ( , inil) 
A( I I ( (~ , r ,O ,  nuIIx env---~ype, nuIlxO, 
(~,r ,~),  
let (~,z)=~ in 
if ~='sigma then 
assert car(z)=~OOl then 
iff car(cdr(z)(~alse))='prod then 
assert $=Ii$~(car(cdr(cdr(z) (false)))) then 
cons (nil, cons (true, nil) ) 
else 
error 
else 
error) 
Op-eval('Icons) 
~( (expx exp)x env~null• , 
C (a ,~) , r ) ,  
let (w~,~,Xa)=dval(a,r) in 
assert Wa=ni l  then 
let (Wb,Zb)=evgl-con~ez~(b,r,list(~)) in 
assert zob=nil then 
cons (nil, cons (~ also, cons (Xa, Xb) ) ) ) 
,~)) ) ) ) ) )  
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op-eval( ' lcar) 
A ( exp x env--~ null  x iv,  
(a,r) , 
l e t  (w, t ,z )=eval (a , r )  in 
assert w=ni l  then 
l e t  (k,z)=~ i n  
if k='sigma then 
assert car(z)=bool then 
if car(car(z)(Talse))='prod then 
asser t  lisa(car(car(ear(z) ( fa l se ) ) ) )= i  then 
if car(x)=false than 
cons (nil, 
cons (car (cdr (cdr (z) (false)) ), 
car (cdr (z ) ) ) )  
e l se  
errol- 
else 
error 
else 
error) 
op-eva~ ('Icdr) r~_ 
A ( exp x env--+ null x iv ,  
(a,r) , 
l e t  (w,t,z)=eval(a,r) in  
assert w=ni l  than 
let (k,z)=t in 
if k='sigma then 
assert c~r(z)=bool then 
if car(cdr(z) (:false))='prod then 
assert ~is~CcarCcdr(cdr(z) (false))))=~ then 
if car(x)=false then 
cons (nil, 
cons (cdr (cdr (car (z) (false)) ), 
cdr fcdr (z ) ) ) )  
else 
error 
else 
error 
else 
error) 
Op-e?)al('latom) ~- 
A (exp x env-+ null x ~v, 
(a,r) , 
l e t  (w,t ,x)=eval(a , r )  in 
assert w=nil  then 
let (k ,z )=t  in 
if k='sigma then 
assert car(z)=b00~ then 
if car(cdr(z) (false))='prod then 
assert "~=~zs~ (car(cdr(cdr(z) (false)) ) ) then 
cons (n i l ,  cons  (bool, car (z )  ) ) 
else 
error 
else 
error) 
(If order to sigual the 'car of atom' error ~t run time, we should replace the first occurrence of e r ro r  in 
op-e~al -context( ' lcar)  with 
cons(n i l ,  cons(car (car (cdr (z ) ) ) ( fa l ss ) ,  e r ro r ) ) .  
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Similarly, we should change op-eval-context('lcdr) for signa.ling the 'cdr of atom'  errdr at run time. Even 
if we do not do these replacements, terms such as 
i f  la to4x) - - fa lso  then elso . . .  
are well-typed; i.e., these terms are guaranteed not to signal errors a.t run time.) 
Append ix  C. Meta -c i reu la r  In terpreter  I I  
op-eval ( 'abs )
A(ezpxenv--~nul lxtv,  (a,r), error) 
o~-eval-con~e~( ,abs) ~_ 
A (l'I ( (a ,  r ,$) ,  exp X env x type, null xO,  
(a,r , (k,z))  
i f  kind-rep-type-defined (k)=true then  
le t  (w,x)=eval-conlezt(a,r,kind-rep-~ype(k)(z)) in  
assert w=n• then 
cons (nil, abs (x)) 
else 
error) 
Op-e~)~l('rep) "~_ 
A ( emp x e nv--~ null x iv, 
(a,r) , 
l e t  (w,(k,z) ,x) ,eval(a,r )  in
assert w=nil then 
i~ kind-rep-type-defined(k)=true hen
cons (n i l ,  cons (k lnd- rep  -type (k) (z), rep (X)) ) 
else 
error) 
Append ix  D. List Operators  I I  
op-eval-con~ext('Znil) _~ 
A (I'i((~, r,O, nul lx env • type, null x 0 ,  
( z , , ' J )  , 
if car(~)='list then 
cons (nil, abs (cons (true, nil) ) ) 
e lse  
error) 
op-e~)al('Icons) "~ 
A ( ( e~p x exp) x e nv ~ null x iv, 
((a,b),r), 
let (Wa,~,za)=eval(a,r) in 
assert wa=nil  then 
let (wb,Zb)=~V(1,1-COn~,e~t(b,r,list(t,)) in 
assert tub=nil then 
cons (nil, 
cons (i ist (i) , 
cons ( fa l se ,  cons (cons (Xa, rep(x  b ) ) ) ) ) ) ) , 
The definitions for lcons,  lear ,  l cdr  an(] latom a.re omitted. 
